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The golden triangle of India incorporates three major tourist destinations of northern region of the
country. The destinations are Delhi the capital of India, Agra and Jaipur. These popular tourist
places offer the most sought-after attractions of northern part of the country. Travelers can also add
more influence to their golden triangle with including some famous attractions of rich cultural state of
Rajasthan.    

Mostly the golden triangle tour begins with Delhi. It is one of the most important tourism places of
country. There are several kingdoms ruled over the city so its preserves the rich cultural heritage
and traditions of several civilizations. Here tourists visit some popular historical monuments of
Mughal era, various important temples and mosques and several large markets for shopping. The
city also incorporates various important government buildings like Parliament House, India Gate,
Raj Ghat,   and foreign embassies.

Taj Mahal in city Agra in the state Uttar Pradesh is also one of the most popular heritage sites of
golden triangle tour. Taj Mahal is one of the Seven Wonders of the World and also included in World
Heritage Sites by UNESCO. Numerous tourists from all over the world come to Agra to see this
amazing monument. Some other famous attractions of Agra are Itmad-Ud-Daulah Tomb, Agra Fort,
Moti Masjid and Fatehpur Sikri

After visiting Agra, the next destination of golden triangle is Jaipur. It is regarded as one of the most
beautiful cities across the country. The city is famous for its wonderful forts and palaces. These
historical monuments are the witness of glorious Indian history. Some important forts and palaces of
Jaipur are the City Fort, Hawa-Mahal, Jantar-Mantar, Amber Fort and Jaigarh Fort. Apart form the
historical monuments, elephant safaris at Amber Fort, lots of religions sites, luxury hotels, parks and
gardens are also some popular attractions of Jaipur.  

If tourists have enough time and budget, they must be extend his golden triangle tours to Rajasthan
to explores its some exhilarating attractions. It is one of the richest cultural and vibrant states of the
country. Except historical monuments, several astonishing wildlife destinations, pilgrimages, huge
expanded deserts, seasonal fairs and festivals are the other driving attractions of the state. In all of
these, wildlife spots are the most popular among tourists from all over the world. Some most sought-
after wildlife reserves of the state are Ranthambore National Park, Bharatpur Wildlife Sanctuary and
Sariska National Park.  

A trip of Golden Triangle Tours India with the excursion of Rajasthan offers the great opportunity to
explore all the key attractions of North India. So plan an extended golden triangle tour with
Rajasthan and enjoy your vacations with your family members. It must be an unforgettable
experience of lifetime.
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Deepak Dixit is an eminent analyst and writer in Travel & Tourism related topics. He has authored
many books on tour guide for a Rajasthan Tours Packages and a Tours to Rajasthan.
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